
*Wellness Advocates: To qualify for commissions you must have a Loyalty Rewards Program
template set up for at least 100PV – this MUST be in place before you register a new
account. Wholesale Customers only need to have 50PV to start receiving Loyalty reward points
which effectively increases your equivalent discounts from 25% to upto 55% over time.

Setting up your loyalty rewards template
The intelligent way to MAXIMISE your doTERRA Membership and discounts!



Select the day of the month you wish for the order to process, 
this can be changed at anytime

*If you have your PV set to 125 and it is set to process between the 1st-15th

Of the month you will also receive the FREE product of the month with your order





As a suggestion, add the ‘Life Long Vitality Pack’ to your order, an incredible 
Preventative Health Care supplement – whatever you add today remember 
you have plenty of time to make adjustments as this is to process NEXT month 

Follow instructions to be able to add Life Long Vitality Pack









As you add items to your cart it will look like this..
N.B. the date of shipping is in American format! So as shown
Is the 6th of October! Not the 10th of June!



You can also do a ‘QUICK’ add from the 
search box, or bottom left continue shopping..

Browse our amazing product range and add whatever you would like,
Whatever you know you will use a lot of! We add on products that
serve our Daily Wellness Routine, i.e. Lemon, Frankinsence, Zengest,
Lavender and of course the Lifelong Vitality Pack. We also use this
monthly order to replenish the oils that we are giving out popular
samples for.



You will notice as someone who wants to earn commissions by sharing the
oils and the opportunity with others, the items added below have reached 
the required monthly minimum of 100PV ( product Value)

You MUST click SAVE CHANGES

*If you have your PV set to 125 and it is set to process between the 1st-15th

Of the month you will also receive the FREE product of the month with your order



Once your LRP order is set up, it looks like this.. You will notice the red
Line of text ‘Your changes have been saved’



Anyone who is registered as a wholesale customer and wants to ‘Upgrade’ to
a Wellness Advocate  it’s FREE



Simply confirm…. and that’s it! 

Remember, you can adjust the products that  you want to receive at anytime - the
date that it processes – you can even cancel it, you are in control. *Wellness advocates
If you cancel you will not receive commissions on your organisational volume. 


